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Figure 1. (top-left) Given an input image and a trained generator, the proposed algorithm searches for latent codes that can generate images
containing the input image. We can naturally achieve (top-right) diverse image outpainting, (middle-right) categorical manipulation for
outpainting area, and (bottom) generate panorama with rich and complex structure.

Abstract

Image outpainting seeks for a semantically consistent
extension of the input image beyond its available content.
Compared to inpainting — filling in missing pixels in a
way coherent with the neighboring pixels — outpainting
can be achieved in more diverse ways since the problem
is less constrained by the surrounding pixels. Existing im-
age outpainting methods pose the problem as a conditional
image-to-image translation task, often generating repetitive
structures and textures by replicating the content available
in the input image. In this work, we formulate the prob-
lem from the perspective of inverting generative adversar-

ial networks. Our generator renders micro-patches condi-
tioned on their joint latent code as well as their individual
positions in the image. To outpaint an image, we seek for
multiple latent codes not only recovering available patches
but also synthesizing diverse outpainting by patch-based
generation. This leads to richer structure and content in
the outpainted regions. Furthermore, our formulation al-
lows for outpainting conditioned on the categorical input,
thereby enabling flexible user controls. Extensive experi-
mental results demonstrate the proposed method performs
favorably against existing in- and outpainting methods, fea-
turing higher visual quality and diversity.
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1. Introduction
Given an input image, we can easily picture how adjacent

images might look. For example, given an image of moun-
tains, we can picture the surroundings covered by forests
or snow, imagine a lake beneath the hillside, and visualize
cliffs near the ocean. This mental skill depends on our prior
experience and exposure to diverse scenery. In other words,
this is an image outpainting task. It enableS various content
creation applications such as image editing using extrap-
olated regions, panorama image generation, and extended
immersive experience in virtual reality, to name a few.

Recent advances in image inpainting [20, 23, 33, 34] do
not directly address the outpainting problem as the former
has more context to deal with — the missing pixels have a
larger amount of available surrounding pixels, serving as the
boundary conditions and providing crucial guidance for in-
painting. In contrast, the outpainting problem can rely only
on the context of the available image, with only a scarce
number of pixels near the boundary available as the bound-
ary condition. A similar analogy is between video inter-
polation and video prediction, where the former deals with
existing events while the latter tries to model multiple fu-
tures.

In the literature, image outpainting is addressed from the
image-to-image translation (I2I) perspective [27,31]. These
methods aim to learn a deterministic mapping from the do-
main of partial images to the domain of complete outpainted
images. This formulation is limited in several respects.
First, the available pixels serve as a strong source of context,
thereby facilitating leakage of textures and structures of the
input to the output and leading to the repetitive nature of the
outpainting (as shown in panorama results in [27]). Second,
existing I2I-based methods are deterministic, while in real-
ity there exist numerous ways each image can be outpainted.
Applying the available multimodal I2I methods [13, 17] to
the outpainting problem is non-trivial.

In this work, we tackle the outpainting problem by in-
verting generative adversarial networks (GANs) [1,4,7,37].
We first extend a StyleGAN2-based [15] generator to per-
form generation in a coordinate conditional manner and
independently generate spatially consistent micro-patches.
Each micro-patch shares the global latent code with the rest
of micro-patches in the image, while having a unique co-
ordinate label. Outpainting can then be formulated as find-
ing the optimal latent codes for the available input micro-
patches, followed by generating the desired regions by pro-
viding the proper coordinate conditioning. To search for
the latent code, we propose a GAN inversion process that
finds multiple latent codes producing diverse outpainted re-
gions, unlocking diversity in the output. In addition, we
propose a categorical generation schema to enable flexible
user control. Figure 1 shows examples of multi-modal and
categorical outpainting.

We qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the proposed
method on the Place365 [36] dataset, and the Flickr-Scenery
dataset which we collected. We use Fréchet Inception Dis-
tance (FID) [12] and conduct a user study to evaluate the
realism of outpainted images. Since the proposed method
can achieve multi-modal generation, we measure the diver-
sity using the Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity
(LPIPS) metric [35]. Finally, we demonstrate the scenario
of categorical generation in the outpainting area and the
panorama generation.

2. Related Work

GAN Inversion. Generative models aim to model and
sample from a target distribution. Generative adversar-
ial networks (GANs) [11], among various generative mod-
els, have demonstrated superior performance in generat-
ing high-quality samples. To explore the interpretability of
well-trained GANs, GAN inversion has been proposed to
find the latent codes that can accurately recover given im-
ages for a trained GAN model. There are two main branches
of approaches. Encoder-based methods [5, 9, 24] adopt
an additional encoder to learn the mapping from the im-
age domain to the latent space. Optimization-based meth-
ods [1,2,7,19,21] use gradient-based optimization methods
with reconstruction loss as the objective function to find la-
tent codes that can recover input images. Other variants use
encoders to get an initialization for the optimization pro-
cess [4, 38], or modify the training framework by incorpo-
rating invertibility [8, 37].

Image Inpainting. From the aspect of filling missing pix-
els in images with generative models, the inpainting prob-
lem is conceptually related to the outpainting task. Exist-
ing image inpainting methods can be categorized into two
groups. The first line of work leverages patch similarity
and diffusion to obtain essential information from known
regions [10, 31]. These methods usually work well on tex-
tures but fail to learn semantic structures. The other line
of work adopts a learning-based approach to gain better se-
mantic understanding [20, 23, 33, 34]. Most methods ap-
ply an encoder-decoder model with the reconstruction loss
and adversarial loss to ensure the filled content is smooth
and realistic. Image outpainting is more challenging since
it entails creating new contents rather than filling in partial
regions, requiring a substantial understanding of scenes.

Image Outpainting. Most image outpainting methods [10,
16, 26, 28] apply patch-based retrieval and matching algo-
rithms to predict possible extrapolation. Recently, several
approaches [27, 29, 31] apply GAN models and formulate
the problem as an image-to-image translation task. How-
ever, the conditional formulation relies heavily on the given
available pixels and tends to create repetitive textures and
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Figure 2. Overview. Generator training: The proposed generator adopts StyleGAN2 as the backbone and incorporates coordinate
conditioning, where micro-patches are generated conditioned on their positions in the image. Outpainting via inversion: We search
for latent codes that can recover the given partial images and synthesize diverse samples in the outpainted regions. In addition to the
unconditional setting, we introduce a categorical setting variant, which enables flexible user controls for the categorical manipulation on
each outpainting micro-patch.

structures. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed
method is the first attempt to tackle the image outpainting
task from the GAN inversion perspective.

3. Diverse Outpainting via Inversion

Overview. The goal of image outpainting is to outward-
synthesize unknown regions with respect to the given in-
put image. Our pipeline consists of two stages, generator
training and outpainting via inversion. In Section 3.1, we
first introduce a generator based on the StyleGAN [14, 15]
and COCO-GAN [18]. It is trained to output micro-patches
conditioned on the joint latent and on the coordinate of the
patch in the output image. We do not specifically optimize
the generator to perform outpainting. During the outpaint-
ing stage (Section 3.2) we find the optimal latent code for
the available input patches in the latent space of the trained
patch-based generator. Outpainting is then performed by
combining the desired coordinates and the found optimal
latent code and generating a new patch. We further pro-
pose a categorical-conditioning scheme to enable control-
lable outpainting. Finally, a simple blending algorithm to
further mitigate the artifacts is introduced in Section 3.3.

3.1. Coordinate-conditioned Generator
In this work, we handle two different settings: (a) non-

categorical generation that synthesizes images from latent
codes, and (b) categorical generation that uses categorical
labels as additional conditional context, enabling more user-
control in the following inversion stage.

Non-categorical generation. We use the StyleGAN2 [15]

as our backbone architecture. Given a latent z from the in-
put latent space Z , we obtain an intermediate code w ∈ W
by a non-linear mapping network F . Similar to in [30], we
map w to a Gaussianized space V . The mapping is achieved
via a Leaky ReLU (LRU) with a negative slope of 5, that is,
v = LRU5.0(w). The outpainting quality in the later GAN
inversion stage can be substantially improved with the ad-
ditional Gaussianized space. The necessity of adopting the
Gaussianized space is discussed in Section 3.2.

We formulate the image outpainting problem as finding
the latent codes that synthesizes images overlapping with
the input image. In the inversion process, we seek for a la-
tent code for the whole image while having only a part of
the image available. Therefore, instead of generating a full
image, the generator G synthesizes several micro-patches
{Ii,jmicro}i,j=1,...,n, which will be concatenated to form a full
image If . Each patch depends on the joint latent code and
its coordinates. For an n× n micro-patches generation set-
ting, the corresponding coordinates to {Ii,jmicro}i,j=1,...,n are
{ci,j}i,j=1,...,n. We set c1,1 = (−1,−1), cn,n = (1, 1), and
the rest, if any, are obtained by linear interpolation. The
output image If is generated as follows:

w = F (z) , v = LRU5.0(w)

Ii,jmicro = G(v, ci,j) , If = concat
i,j=1,...,n

(Ii,jmicro) .
(1)

We train the generator using the Wasserstein-GAN loss [3]
with real full-images Ir and generated full-images If :

Ladv = EIr [D(Ir) ]− Ez [D(If) ] . (2)

Categorical generation. To enable fine-grained user con-
trol in the inversion stage, we propose a categorical gen-
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eration schema. Given a real image Ir, we divide it into
micro-patches {Ii,jmicro}. We then obtain the categorical
labels {yi,j} for each micro-patch using the off-the-shelf
DeepLabV3 [6] model, and set the k-th element in the
multi-class binary label vector yi,j to 1 if any of the pix-
els within Ii,jmicro is recognized as the k-th class.

To use categorical information as a conditional input, we
split the nonlinear mapping network F into {Fz, Fy}. Here,
Fz operates the same way as F in the non-categorical set-
ting, while Fy takes {yi,j} as an additional input and fuses
the information with the output of Fz . The new wi,j under
the categorical setting is computed by

winter = Fz(z) , wi,j = Fy(winter, y
i,j) . (3)

Next, similar to the non-categorical setting, we Gaussian-
ize the code with vi,j = LRU5.0(w

i,j), generate micro-
patches Ii,jmicro = G(v, ci,j), then concatenate {Ii,jmicro} into
a full image If . We apply an auxiliary classifier that uses
the last intermediate features of D to perform multi-class
classification ai,j for all Ii,jmicro, aiming at learning a proper
conditional distribution of Ii,jmicro regarding the yi,j input to
G.

Lcls = BCE(ai,j , yi,j) , (4)
where BCE is the binary cross entropy loss function. The
full training objective is:

min
D

max
G
Ladv + min

G,D
Lcls .

3.2. GAN Inversion with Diversity Loss
Given a trained coordinate-conditioned generator G as

discussed in the previous section and an input image R
as a reference, we generate a set of possible outpainted
images by composing R with generated micro-patches
{Om}. For brevity and notation clarity, here we as-
sume G is trained with a grid of 2 × 2 micro-patches,
{R1,1

micro, R
1,2
micro, R

2,1
micro, R

2,2
micro}. Furthermore, for presen-

tation simplicity, we assume R to be on the left and consists
of two left-side micro-patches (i.e., R1,1

micro and R1,2
micro),

while the outpainted area {Om} on the right, as shown in
the lower-half of Figure 2. Note that, in practice, G is not
restricted to 2×2, R can be of any resolution, and outpaint-
ing can be performed using an arbitrary direction.

Similar to existing inversion methods, we seek for the
optimal latent code w that recovers the input image. With
Rf = concat(G(v, c1,1), G(v, c1,2)), we get:

Lmse = ‖R−Rf‖2 , Lpercept = Percept(R,Rf ) , (5)

where v = LRU5.0(w) and Percept is the perceptual dis-
tance proposed in [35].

The outpainting process requires not only the recon-
structed parts to be correct R (i.e., I1,1micro and I1,2micro), but
the outpainted parts (i.e., I2,1micro and I2,2micro) to be realis-
tic and consistent. Note that the continuity and consis-
tency between micro-patches are enforced by joint latent

and the coordinate conditioning schema. During the gener-
ator training, the latent is sampled from a Gaussian distribu-
tion. Therefore, it is crucial to encourage the sought latent
code w to belong to the domain of the training data, and be
interpretable by G, instead of overfitting to the given im-
age with the out-of-domain latent code. As the first step, in
Section 3.1, we add an additional Gaussianized space [30]
V after W , simplifying the complex and arbitrarily shaped
W with LRU5.0. Next, with the Gaussianized V , we can
easily derive the mean µ and covariance matrix Σ of the
distribution p(v), where v ∈ V . We encourage recovered v
to be in the training distribution by regularizing its prior:

Lprior = (v − µ)>Σ−1(v − µ) . (6)

To enable diverse outpainting, we apply two different
objective functions. Assuming we target at generating m
different outpainted results, we first explicitly penalize the
inverted latent codes with their pairwise distance:

Ldiv = −
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=i+1

‖wi −wj‖1 . (7)

Then, to further encourage the model to seek for different
final latent codes within the latent space, we apply a mode-
seeking regularization [22]:

Lms =

m∑
i=1

m∑
j=i+1

(
‖G(wi)−G(wj)‖1
‖wi −wj‖1

) . (8)

The full objective of our inversion is:

argmin
{wi}∈W

λmseLmse + λperceptLpercept+

λpriorLprior + λdivLdiv + λmsLms ,
(9)

where the hyper-parameters λ’s control the importance of
each term.The proposed pipeline can be applied to ei-
ther optimization-based, encoder-based, or hybrid methods.
Note that such an inversion paradigm is the same for both
non-categorical and categorical settings, except the categor-
ical setting seeks for winter instead of w.

3.3. Patch Blending
As described in Section 3.2, the inversion process re-

quires the reconstruction of the given parts and the predic-
tion of the outpainting parts, where the continuity and con-
sistency are enforced in the training stage. However, even
with the help of the prior loss Lprior, the outpainting occa-
sionally leads to tiny seams between patches after concate-
nating patches. Due to simple merging of patches, the out-
painted images are likely to contain artifacts. As such, we
introduce an image blending method to address this issue.
In addition to the reference image R and outpainted area O,
we generate the patches located halfway between R and O.
Take R = I1,1micro, I

1,2
micro and O = I2,1micro, I

2,2
micro as an ex-

ample, the additional region A is generated with coordinate
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Table 1. Quantitative comparisons. The proposed method out-
performs related state-of-the-art baselines on both Places365 and
Flickr-Scenery datasets in FID and IS metrics, measuring both the
visual quality and diversity.

Place365 Flickr-Scenery

Method FID � IS � FID � IS �

Boundless 35.02 6.15 61.98 6.98
NS-outpaint 50.68 4.70 61.16 4.76
DeepFillv2 56.14 5.69 62.47 5.38
Image2StyleGAN++ 25.36 6.71 40.39 7.10

InOut (Ours) 23.57 7.18 30.34 7.16
InOut-C (Ours) 29.24 7.69 33.17 7.15

InOut Boundless DeepFillv2 NS-outpaint

Image2StyleGAN++ Real Data

Figure 3. User Studies. We conduct user studies to quantify the
visual quality in two settings: (a) comparison with baselines, and
(b) comparison with real images. We mark the 95% confidence
interval with white bars.

Table 2. Ablation studies. We show the necessity of each compo-
nent using FID and LPIPS for quality and diversity.

# output m=2 m=3

Method FID � Diversity � FID � Diversity �

InOut w/o Ldiv, Lms 30.12 0.183 30.28 0.176
InOut w/o Lms 29.85 0.201 29.80 0.206
InOut w/o Ldiv 29.75 0.204 33.97 0.201

InOut w/o Lprior 36.56 0.216 36.53 0.220

InOut 30.26 0.211 30.18 0.223

(0,−1) and (0, 1). We then linearly blend the overlapped
area between R and A and the area between O and A.

Despite its simplicity, this post-processing step provides
sufficient quality for our purpose. In practice, we observe
that the generator can accurately interpolate the positions
of the extended silhouette of landscapes with respect to the
coordinate interpolation.

4. Experimental Results

Dataset. We evaluate our method on scenery datasets since
they are the most representative and natural use-cases of

outpainting. We perform experiments on the Places365 [36]
dataset and a collected Flickr-Scenery dataset. More re-
sults on images with structured samples (e.g., buildings)
could be found in the supplementary material. Similar to
[27], we evaluate our method on a subset of the Places365
dataset. We select 25 scenery classes from the Places365
dataset with a subset of 62,500 samples. To further analyze
the generalization of our method, we construct a Flickr-
Scenery dataset by collecting a large-scale scenery image
database of 54,710 images from Flickr. All images are
center-cropped and resized to 256×256 pixels. For both
datasets, we split the data into 80%, 10%, 10% for training,
validation, and testing. All quantitative and qualitative ex-
periments are evaluated on the testing set only. The source
code, trained models, and Flickr-Scenery dataset will be
made publicly available.

Evaluated Methods. We carry out quantitative and qual-
itative experiments with the state-of-the-art image outpaint-
ing methods (Boundless [27] and NS-outpaint [31]) and
also image-inpainting methods (DeepFillv2 [33, 34] and
Image2stylegan++ [2]). In order to have a fair compari-
son to Image2stylegan++, we adopt the optimization-based
method for all comparisons. We compare and discuss
optimization- and encoder-based methods in the supple-
mentary materials.

4.1. Quantitative Evaluation
We evaluate the results in terms of realism and diversity

using the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [12] and Incep-
tion Score (IS) [25]. Note that we do not apply the blend-
ing scheme introduced in Section 3.3 across the quantitative
evaluations, as we aim to demonstrate the strength of the
proposed pipeline without additional postprocessing.

As shown in Table 1, all of the proposed inversion-based
methods perform favorably against I2I-based methods. The
FID and IS results demonstrate that the generated-image
distributions from our InOut variants to the real distribution
are significantly more similar than the generation distribu-
tions from I2I-based baseline methods. Furthermore, com-
pared to Image2stylegan++ [2], the results show that coor-
dinate conditioning not only enables the categorical manip-
ulation feature of InOut-C, but also naturally improves the
generation diversity and quality.
User studies. We conduct user studies to make explicit
pairwise qualitative comparisons in two settings: (a) our
method against each of the baseline methods, and (b) all
methods against real samples. For each round of compari-
son, we present a pair of two outpainting results generated
from the same real sample to the users. The images are ei-
ther sampled from our method, baselines, or real images.
Then, the subjects are asked to select a more realistic and
preferred sample out of the image pair. We collect the re-
sults from 80 volunteers. Each of them makes 21 rounds of
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Ground Truth Boundless NS-outpaintDeepFillv2 Image2stylegan++ Ours

Figure 4. Comparison to related work. The qualitative comparison against other related methods show that the proposed approach is
more stable, synthesizes richer context with more complex structures, and is able to handle some of the difficult complex scenes. (The
input regions to all methods are marked with red dashes.)

Input Output Input Output

Figure 5. Diverse outpainting. We show that the proposed method can seek various solutions for a given input, achieving a high-variety
of outpainting results without sacrificing the generation quality.

selections, resulting in 1,680 data points.

Figure 3 shows that subjects prefer the outpainting re-
sults by our model than those by other evaluated methods.
Especially in comparison with real images, we observe a
noticeable gap between the proposed InOut and Boundless.
This may be attributed to that our method can frequently
synthesize complex structures and novel objects (as shown
in Figure 4 and Figure 6) that match the varieties and de-
tails of real images, while Boundless tends to create overly-
smoothed results with raindrop-shaped artifacts.

Ablation studies. In Table 2, we analyze and quantify the

effectiveness of each component with ablation studies. We
introduce a diversity score that measures the perceptual dis-
tance [35] among m outpainting results with respect to a
real image. Each diversity score is averaged over 2,048
samples in the testing set. The diversity loss functions Lms

and Ldiv improve the diversity without compromising the
quality. Note that the worst-case diversity quantity with-
out any diversity loss is unlikely to be zero. This is due
to the stochastic nature of gradient descent and randomiza-
tion techniques introduced in [15] for encouraging the ex-
ploration during optimization. Furthermore, we show that
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Figure 6. Categorical generation. We show the effectiveness of categorical manipulation by assigning different categorical labels to the
outpainting area of the same real-image input. The results demonstrate that the proposed method can smoothly impose novel objects and
calibrate the landscape to accommodate different categorical controls from users.

Input Output
Extend 5 times Extend 3 times from both sides

Input OutputOutput

Figure 7. Panorama generation. We synthesize panoramic images by performing recursive outpainting. The results are of high quality
and high structural complexity without repeating patterns.

the prior loss Lprior is essential for securing the visual qual-
ity. As we have discussed in Section 3.2, the Lprior regular-
izes the final state of the inverted latent codes to be located
within the dense area of the Gaussian prior. Hence, the gen-
erated contents within the outpainted area remain realistic,
instead of creating artifacts with the unconstrained latent
codes that drift far away from the training distribution. As
shown in Figure 8, inversion without Lprior resulting in ei-
ther obvious seams between input regions and outpainted
areas or replicating input regions to the outpainted areas.

We evaluate the effect of different m values of Lms and
Ldiv. We demonstrate that the diversity losses provide sig-
nificant improvement in diversity score without compromis-
ing visual quality by seeking distinctive latent codes.

4.2. Qualitative Evaluation
In this section, we demonstrate the visual quality and di-

versity of the proposed method, and present applications,
including categorical generation, panorama generation, and
outpainting from different shapes and directions. Please re-

fer to the supplementary materials for more visual results.
Visual quality. In Figure 4, we compare the visual quality
of outpainting results from the proposed InOut against base-
lines. The results show that InOut is generally more realis-
tic, coherent, diverse, exhibit more novel structures/objects,
yet introduces fewer noticeable artifacts. In contrast,
Boundless [27] tends to introduce raindrop-shaped artifacts,
DeepFillv2 [33, 34] creates blurry extensions, while NS-
outpaint [31] and Image2stylegan++ [2] frequently gener-
ates strong artifacts and obvious color differences.
Diverse outpainting. In Figure 5, we show the diverse out-
painting results whenm = 3. The results show that the pro-
posed diversity loss enables the inversion pipeline to seek
for different outpainting solutions. Notice that despite the
variety of outpainting solutions, all inverted results remain
visually compelling and matches the real-image input.
Categorical Generation. Figure 6 shows the results of
categorical manipulation enabled with the InOut-C variant.
Users can insert class-specific objects or manipulate the out-
painted landscape structure with the categorical conditions
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Figure 8. Qualitative on Lprior. Without Lprior, the inversion will overfit to the reconstruction loss, resulting in latent codes extremely far
away from the training distribution. The outpainted area result in obvious seams (left) or replication of the input image (middle and right).
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Figure 9. Multi-directional and irregular boundary outpaint-
ing. Our pipeline can inherently tackle (top) different outpainting
directions and (bottom) irregular input shapes.

of the two micro-patches on the right. The generator is able
to automatically complete the background as well as blend-
ing the presented objects into the scene.

Panorama generation. Our framework naturally supports
panorama generation by recursively taking previous out-
painted micro-patches as the new inversion target. Figure 7
shows the panoramas generated from our method by out-
painting to the left and right. The results show that the re-
cursively outpainted area contains highly diverse structures
without repeating patterns.

Multi-directional and irregular-boundary outpainting.
For brevity, most results presented are generated given two
micro-patches on the left-hand side as inputs. Neverthe-
less, the proposed method can perform outpainting from
various directions with different input shapes and even ar-
bitrary input shape. In the top of Figure 9, from left to
right, we demonstrate outpainting results generated from
the right, from the top, given three micro-patches, and given
one micro-patch. In the bottom of Figure 9, we present out-
painted results given inputs of irregular boundaries.

Generalizability. To demonstrate the generalizability of
the proposed method, we present the results on the LSUN
Church [32] dataset. As shown in Figure 10, the proposed
method can be applied to images with structural and artifi-
cial contents in addition to landscape images.

Input Diverse Outputs

Figure 10. Qualitative results on LSUN church. The proposed
method could handle datasets with structured objects as well.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we tackle the image outpainting task from

the GAN inversion perspective. We first train a generator
to synthesize micro-patches conditioned on their positions.
Based on the trained generator, we propose an inversion
process that seeks for multiple latent codes recovering avail-
able regions as well as predicting outpainting regions. The
proposed framework can generate diverse samples and sup-
port categorical specific outpainting, enabling more flexi-
ble user controls. Qualitative and quantitative experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework in
terms of visual quality and diversity.
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